limestone, and blocks of feldspathic sandstone identical to the limestone block in a large melange unit that also contains fossils as has also been recognized that the Cambrian age from the Osgood ages assigned to the Paradise Valley Chert and the Harmony Formation confirm this age is in progress. The relation between the Cambrian Valley on the east side of the Osgood Mountains. Fission-track dating nearest age data for alluvium comes from the valley east of Eden springs Range in Paradise Valley, or the older alluvial fan deposits on underlying Harmony Formation consistently followed a map trace the west side of the Osgood Mountains in Eden Valley (Qfoo). The Springs Range into Paradise Valley, and westward off the Osgood Hot Springs Range. Composed of poorly sorted sand, silt, and gravel.

Dacite (Cretaceous?)

Massive beds are not part of a melange unit with discontinuous blocks, the Hot Springs Range are post-Late Devonian, the youngest known mass.
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